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Avon Calling 1st of March with Broken Eye
Posted by DrFish - 2011/02/28 04:36
_____________________________________

For the next instalment of Avon Calling on Brap.FM we're very proud to present a special guest mix from
rising Psy/Tech/Breaks stars Broken Eye. 

http://i126.photobucket.com/albums/p81/drfishmusic/BROKENEYE-1.jpg 

Broken Eye is the joint project of 'Elliott Mills and Josh Nelson.'  Signed to Neurodriver's awesome
Broken Robot records, they've received support from some of the biggest names in the scene such as
Hedflux, and Far Too Loud.  A pretty big achievement considering they've only been producing together
for just over a year.  Their sound comines element of  Psy, Tech, and Breaks , with heavy glitchy beats
and huge growling basslines.  Check them out on Soundcloud for a little preview. 

The show will be broadcast live between 8pm & 10pm GMT, Tuesday 1st March. Just head over to
www.brap.fm and click listen! 

The guys have kindly taken the time to answer a few quick fire questions for us in the run up to their mix:

Avon Calling: How did you both come together to form Broken eye? 
Broken Eye:  We're both from Croydon where we went to the same high school, and came together
through our love of broken / psychedelic / glitched up beats.  

Avon Calling:   So how long have you guys been producing together? 
Broken Eye:   We were both making music independently for a year before forming Broken Eye in
September 2009.  

Avon Calling:   What inspires you to create the music you do? 
Broken Eye:   We're heavily influenced by our experiences from warehouse / forest parties in and around
London , but more so by our experiences from the UK's Glade Festival. We loved both the music, the
people and the overall vibe.  

Avon Calling:   There seems to have been a big surge in the Psy/Breaks crossover sound in the last year
or so.  Is this an area you feel at home? 
Broken Eye:   The Breakbeat / Psychedelic / Tech crossover is a new and exciting concept. Its an area
where we both feel we can express ourselves and really let our creative sides come out.  

Avon Calling:   What new releases have you got in the pipeline?. 
Broken Eye:  We have a remix of Creation & Unconscious Mind(s) "Inside The Simulation" due for
release early in April on Psychoactive Records. We also have our first Original which will be out in the
Spring on Broken Robot Records :), and following that we will be getting to work on our debut E.P.  

Avon Calling:   And finally where can we catch you live over the next couple of months? 
Broken Eye:   Upcoming shows are: 
Synthesis Project @ Secret London Location 12th March  
Slackers Convention @ Volks, Brighton 20th March  
Broken Robot Anniversary Party @ London 22nd April  

For a preview of Broken Eye's latest tracks check them out on Soundcloud 
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And keep update with their release and upcoming shows on Facebook 
Broken Robot Records Website 

If you have missed any of the previous instalments of Avon Calling click here to download from the
brap.fm website. You can subscribe to them on iTunes. Just search for 'Avon Calling' within iTunes or go
to this Link

============================================================================
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